FRANCESCO’S WINE PICKS
XL RAMATO PINOT GRIGIO $48 ”With an intense and deep ruby red color this extraordinary Pinot Grigio has notes of white
pepper that unfolds aromas of sweet plum jam and earthy spice. Great with any seafood dish and appetizers”

MOCAVERO PRIMITIVO $45 ”Not everybody knows that Primitivo, the star of Puglia grapes, is a close relative of the
Zinfandel grape. This Primitivo is a smooth and rich red with an intense bouquet and a long taste persistence. Ideal for meat and
semi-aged cheeses.”

BARBERA D’ASTI LE ORME $35 ”A typical red from Piedmont area. Very elegant, with hints of wild berries and mint leaves,
it’s a perfect match for tomato sauce-based dishes”.”

MARCHESI DI BAROLO $85 ”The most austere of Italian big reds comes from the “wine village” of Barolo, in Piedmont area.
This Barolo shows a strong character and a full body with intense aromas of vanilla and roasted hazelnuts.”

CERVARO DELLA SALA $75 “From the ancient winery Antinori, this Chardonnay - blended with a 15% of local grape
Grechetto - reminds of the great Burgundy whites with its strong body and a very complex and full taste.”

ANTINORI TIGNANELLO $135 ”The outstanding combination of 85% Sangiovese, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5%
Cabernet Franc gives to your palate notes of dark fruit, mint and licorice with very long finish.

SASSICAIA TENUTA S.GUIDO $295 “Probably the most famous and trendy Italian “Supertuscan” wine. A great Bordeauxstyle red, made of 85% Cabernet Sauvignon and 15% Cabernet Franc, with its complexity and richness is a unique experience in the
world of Italian wines. Perfect in balance and with a never-ending finish’

HOUSE WINE & APERITIFS
House wine by glass or carafe
PLACIDO CHIANTI

$8.00 / $20

PLACIDO PINOT GRIGIO $8.00/$20

BELLINI $9

MONTEVINA WHITEZINFANDEL $7 /$18

MIMOSA $9

WINES BY THE GLASS/BOTTLE
WHITE

`

REDS

CH. ST. MICHELLE RESILING (WA)

$8 /23

RUFFINO CHIANTI (IT)

$9 /26

BANFI P. GAVI PINOT GRIGIO (IT)

$9 /26

MORGANTE NERO D’AVOLA (IT)

$10/34

ARGIOLAS VERMENTINO (IT)

$10/34

MEIOMI PINOT NOIR (CA)

$10/34

FALESCO CHARDONNAY (IT)

$10/34

FALESCO CABERNET (IT)

$10/34

RUFFINO PROSECCO (IT)
(sparkling-dry)

$10/34

C. AMALAYA MALBEC (AR)

$10/34

RUFFINO MOSCATO (IT)
(sparkling sweet)

$10/34

FALESCO MERLOT (IT)

$10 /34

WINES BY THE BOTTLE
WHITES

REDS

LE ROTE VERNACCIA (IT)

$30

ROCCA DELLE MACIE CHIANTI (IT)

$30

ESPERTO PINOT GRIGIO (IT)

$26

BANFI CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA (IT) $40

TRAMIN PINOT GRIGIO (IT)

$32

QUERCIABELLA CHIANTI (IT)

$56

MOCAVERO CHARDONNAY

$38

ZACCAGNINI MONTEPULCIANO (IT)

$40

ROERO ARNEIS BLANGE’ (IT)

$48

ARGIOLAS COSTERA CANNONAU

$40

TOMARESCA CHARDONNAY (IT)

$48

BANFI ROSSO MONTALCINO (IT)

$56

FERRARI CARANO FUMEBLANC (CA)

$30

BANFI BRUNELLO MONTALCINO (IT)

$95

LA CREMA CHARDONNAY (CA)

$44

RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA ZENATO (IT)

$55

ZENATO AMARONE (IT)

$95

ALLEGRINI PALAZZO D. TORRE (IT)

$55

`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````

SPARKLING WINES

ASTI SPUMANTE

ALLEGRINI AMARONE (IT)

$115

SCARBOLO REFOSCO (IT)

$60

FONTANAFREDDA BAROLO (IT)

$75

$35

MOCAVERO PECORINO $45
FERRARI BRUT (IT)

$55

FERRARI ROSE (IT)

$75

POGGIO S.PAOLO BRUNELLO (IT)

```````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
DESSERT WINES

M.CHIARLO MOSCATO

$12/28

BENRYE DONNAFUGATA

$16/70

PORT TAYLOR LBD

$12

$135

ARGIANO BRUNELLO (IT)

$95

WHITEHALL LANE MERLOT (CA)

$55

NORTON MALBEC RISERVA (AR)

$38

JOE GOTT CABERNET (CA)

$40

MT. VEEDER CABERNET (CA)

$74

LA CREMA PINOT NOIR (CA)

$44

MERRYVALE GARNEROS P.NOIR (CA)

$70

BEERS
BUDWISER, BUDLIGHT, MILLER LITE $4
MORETTI, PERONI, HEINEKEN, MORETTI LA ROSSA $6

SPECIALTY BEERS
WEIHENSTEPHANER KRISTALL WEISSBIER $8
The specialty of Weihenstephaner brewery, a crystal wheat beer that is pearly, refreshing,
and effervescent. A brilliant and clear-bubbled body will entice a smile, which is matched
only by its crisp and flirtatious finish. Brewed by a secret fermentation process, this beer
pairs well with seafood and light dishes.

WEIHNENSTEPHANER KORBINIAN $8
A dopplebock beer (named for St. Korbinian, the Frankish Bishop of Freising, credited with
laying the foundation for civilization into Bavaria) is not just for lovers of strong beer. With
its malty aroma and deep lager color, this beer is a true specialty. The hearty malt stands
out front, fading pleasantly into its rich caramel and molasses aftertaste.

SCHNEIDER WEISSE $9
An amber and mahogany colored Hefweizen, this beer is sure to please the palate. It starts
with a beautiful bouquet of pleasant fruits, apple, and clove, which line up into a
harmonious, clean, and well-balanced body. The beer finishes with a slightly sour and
delicately bitter sensation on the tongue.

ST. BERNARDUS ABT $12
One of the best beer worldwide! This traditional Belgian Trappist “Quadrupel ale” excels far
beyond that other average Belgian beer. Dark, with a full, ivory-colored head, it has a fruity
aroma, full of complex flavors. It’s a very balanced beer, with a full-bodied taste and a
perfect equilibrium between malty, bitter and sweet.

SAMUEL SMITH’S IMPERIAL STOUT $9

This distinctive type of beer was originally brewed to withstand the abuses of shipping in
foul weather to Imperial Russia. It was a favorite of Russian nobility whose taste for the
finest food and drink was world famous. A rich, flavorful brew; deep chocolate in color with
a roasted barley nose and flavor that has a complex combination of malt, hops, alcohol,
and yeast.

BIBITE E CAFFE’ (DRINKS&COFFE)

BIBITE (DRINKS)
LEMONADE, PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, SPRITE, ROOT BEER, DR.PEPPER, COKE,
DIET COKE $2 (no free refills)

CAFFE’ (COFFE)
CAFFE AMERICANO
CAFFE AMERICANO DECAF
ESPRESSO
DOPPIO ESPRESSO
CAPPUCCINO
CAPPUCCINO DECAF
MOCHA
LATTE
HOT CHOCOLATE
TEA

$ 1.75
$ 1.75
$ 1.75
$ 2.25
$ 2.75
$ 2.75
$ 2.75
$ 2.75
$ 2.75
$ 1.75

SAN PELLEGRINO SPARKLING WATER $5.00

As a courtesy to our customers, we allow them to bring in their favorite wine that we
may not carry. We charge a $15 corkage fee per bottle brought in.

CIN CIN E SALUTE!

